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PURPOSE OF WIC

 To provide participant-centered education on nutrition and health to women, infants, and children until the age of 
five, along with breastfeeding support.

 To provide access to a healthy supplemental food package which contains essential vitamins, minerals, and is 
tailored to the participant’s nutrition needs. WIC foods are provided because proper nutrition in the early stages 
of life can help prevent serious health problems later.

 To provide referrals to health care or other social services, as needed. 



PURPOSE OF TRAINING

 The WIC federal regulations require that all WIC vendors receive annual training.

 Every three years we are required to hold an interactive training for vendors with the opportunity to 
ask questions.

 The purpose of this training is to review program requirements, and to inform you of any changes that 
have occurred since the last annual training.

 This training will help you gain an understanding of the program requirements and will help you 
remain in compliance with your NH WIC Vendor Agreement. 



CHANGES IN WIC REQUIREMENTS SINCE LAST TRAINING

 The Waiver for larger bread sizes expired August 6th,  2023 only 16 oz loaves of bread are currently allowed.

 Store are no longer required to carry a minimum inventory of half gallon milk, frozen juice concentrate or infant 
meats.



THE NH WIC CARD

 Each household will have their entire family's food 
benefits on one eWIC Card. 

 The only exception would be families with foster 
children. Foster children have their own card with 
their own WIC benefits. 

 If a WIC participant asks to use two eWIC cards 
they will need to separate the foods, due to each 
card needing a separate transaction.



THE SHOPPING LIST

 To the right is an example of a 
shopping list or benefit account 
balance a WIC participant will 
get for a child.

 The dates at the top are when 
the benefits are active and the 
WIC participant can redeem the 
food items at the store.

 If the WIC participant is trying to 
redeem a food item not on their 
list the food item will not go 
through when the eWIC card is 
swiped and their PIN is entered. 



EWIC TRANSACTION AT CHECKOUT

1. The WIC participant brings their food items to the register.

2. All items are individually scanned through the register system. 

3. The eWIC card is swiped and their PIN is entered. If the WIC participant enters 
their PIN number incorrectly four (4) times their card will lock. They can either 
call their local WIC agency to unlock the card or wait until the following day as 
the card will unlock at midnight. 

4. The eWIC account balance is checked against the WIC approved items purchased.

5. The WIC participant approves the WIC purchase. The WIC participant has the 
right to put back non-WIC items or pay for them with a separate tender.

6. The eWIC account is debited the appropriate quantity after the WIC participant 
approves the eWIC transaction.

 As there are many different 
types of cash register 
systems, please refer to 
your in-store training on 
how to conduct a balance 
inquiry, split tender 
transaction,  how to void a 
food item, or the whole 
transaction, and how to 
complete an eWIC 
transaction.



EWIC TRANSACTION TIPS

 No minimum purchase is required for an eWIC transaction.

 A balance inquiry can be completed at any time.  A purchase is not 
needed to complete this.

 No overrides for any WIC food that does not go through.

 The actual product UPC code must be scanned.

 Do not ask for the WIC participant to tell you their PIN number.

 No ID is required to process a WIC transaction.

 The eWIC card must be present for the transaction, if the card does 
not go through when swiped the cashier may enter the card number.

 WIC foods and formula cannot be returned or exchanged for cash, 
credit, or other items.

 Rain checks or IOUs are not allowed.



EWIC RECEIPT

 The eWIC receipt will show the WIC participant 
the following:

1. What WIC items were purchased during the 
transaction.

2. Balance due, if any.

3. When the WIC participant’s remaining benefits expire.

4. The available benefits balance that is left on the card, if 
any.

1.

2.

3.

4.



WIC SHOPPER 

 Why use the WIC Shopper App?

 Participants can see what benefits they have in real time if they are 
connected to the internet.

 All WIC approved foods are listed in the app by category so 
participants and vendors alike and see what foods are covered.

 By using the WIC shopper App to scan items in the store 
participants can see what items are WIC approved prior to getting 
to the register.  This is also a great tool for vendors to use if they 
are unsure if an item is WIC approved.

 If a participant is unable to purchase an item in the store because 
it did not scan, but they believe that it should be a WIC approved 
item, they can use the WIC Shopper app to submit that product 
to the State WIC Nutrition Team to review to see if the item 
meets the nutrition requirements, to be added as a WIC approved 
product.

 There are numerous other resources in the WIC Shopper app, 
such as recipes, produce calculator, purchase history,  a way to 
search for local WIC stores, and local resources by County.



APPROVED SUPPLEMENTAL FOODS

 The NH WIC Food List is separated into different 
food groups. Within each food group it will show 
the approved sizes of the product and the brands 
allowed on WIC. It will also include which items are 
not allowed on WIC.



FOOD PACKAGE UPDATES





























VENDOR AGREEMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION

 Reauthorization for most agreements are for a 3-year agreement cycle and the vendor must reapply at the end of 
the agreement cycle. Vendor will receive at minimum a 15-day notice prior to the expiration of their agreement.  

 It is not guaranteed that a vendor will be reauthorized.  If they are not meeting program requirements at the time 
of their reauthorization, they will not be approved for a new agreement period.

 Example:  No longer accepts SNAP and is not needed for participant access.

 The vendor is responsible for reading the vendor agreement in full. The vendor does have the opportunity to ask 
questions about the agreement and questions are encourage. Submit any questions to the Vendor Coordinator at 
WICVendor@dhhs.nh.gov. 

 The vendor will need to alert the Vendor Coordinator at: WICVendor@dhhs.nh.gov, if there are any changes in 
manager or ownership.  A change in management will lead to the new manager signing a WIC vendor addendum 
to the original vendor agreement.  A change in ownership, will lead to the termination of the WIC Vendor 
agreement and the new owner may apply to become a WIC vendor if they so choose. 



ADDING FOOD ITEMS TO THE APPROVED PRODUCT LIST,  APL

 The New Hampshire WIC Nutrition Program accepts
submission of new foods for inclusion in the NH WIC 
Approved Foods list and Approve Product List (APL) on an 
ongoing basis. 

 The APL needs to be downloaded on a daily basis. 

 The food list booklet will be updated on the DHHS web page 
twice a year, January and July.  Please submit product requests 
to WIC@dhhs.nh.gov by October for January update and April 
for the July Update.

 To the right is the form you would fill out and send to the 
state for review. If can also be found here; 
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt476/files/documen
ts/2021-11/wic-upc-approval-form.pdf



MINIMUM STOCKING REQUIREMENTS

 Minimum stocking requirements are in place to ensure 
availability of WIC approved foods by maintaining minimum 
inventory. These foods are to be required for sale in your 
store at all times. 

 The New Hampshire WIC Program Minimum Inventory 
Requirements on the right can be found at; 
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt476/files/docum
ents/2021-11/wic-vendor-min-inv-reqs.pdf



NH WIC INFANT FORMULA & AUTHORIZE SUPPLIERS 

 Infant formula must be purchased from authorized 
manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors and retailers 
that NH WIC State Office approves. 

 Failure to purchase formula through these suppliers will 
mean termination of the stores Vendor Agreement. 

 The NH WIC Approved Suppliers of Infant Formula can 
be found here: NH WIC Approved Suppliers of Infant 
Formula



MONITORING VISITS

 We are required by federal rules to complete monitoring visits of our approved stores each year.

 During these visits we will complete the following:

 Announce ourselves to the store manager.

 Check the minimum inventory.

 Complete a balance inquiry, and WIC transaction, including a void.

 Check the stores WIC training binder to ensure that it is up to date.

 Training Binders must include the following:

 Vendor handbook

 Current training materials (updated training power points can be found on NH WIC Vendor page)

 Emails from the State reporting any program changes/updates, or emails addressing a specific issue that requires the retraining of staff

 Quarterly vendor newsletters

 Training logs

 Answer any questions, and provide any additional training as needed.



TRAINING

 Each vendor is responsible for training all of their 
employees who process WIC transactions on all 
WIC updates, any issues noted by the state 
agency, and all current WIC Policies and 
Procedures, for example.

 How to complete an eWIC purchase, eWIC 
balance inquiry, voiding an eWIC item or 
transaction, and the mid receipt approval procedure.

 Once training has been completed, the trainer will 
need to log the training in the Training Section of 
your WIC binder, see example to the right.

 All training materials must be kept with the 
training log.

 All annual training materials must be kept for 1 
year.

TRAINING TOPIC

NAME OF TRAINER 
PROVIDING TRAINING

DATE OF 
TRAINING

EMPLOYEE 
SIGNATURE

EMPLOYEE NAME
PRINT

□ New Hire, □ Issue, □ Update



INCENTIVE ITEM POLICIES

 WIC vendors must not offer incentive items solely to WIC participants to encourage participants to redeem 
their WIC food instruments at their stores. Section 246.12(h)(3)(iii) of the Federal WIC regulations requires 
vendors to offer Program participants the same courtesies that are offered to non-WIC customers. Therefore, a 
WIC-authorized vendor may not treat WIC customers differently by offering incentive items that are not offered 
to non-WIC customers. This is a violation of Federal WIC regulations, thereby constituting a vendor violation.

 Any discounts, coupons, loyalty rewards, or free items offered to non-WIC participants must be offered and 
accepted during  eWIC transactions. 



VENDOR SANCTION SYSTEM

 NH WIC Vendors may be sanctioned for violations listed in the vendor agreement.

 Sanctions may either disqualify a vendor for a period of time, terminate the vendor permanently, or a civil money 
penalty will be issued in lieu of disqualification when participant access is impacted.

 SNAP disqualifications will result in automatic WIC disqualifications for the same amount of time, unless the WIC 
store is needed for participant access, then a civil money penalty will be issued. 

 A complete list of vendor sanctions can be found in the WIC administrative rules wic-admin-rules.pdf (nh.gov).



NOT TO EXCEED

 Each item within an eWIC transaction has a Not to Exceed (NTE) price. The NTE is determined by looking at 
other products within the same subcategory that were sold by vendors in the same peer group recently.  Vendors 
will only be reimbursed up to the established NTE for each item redeemed

 If you have any questions of concerns about this process reach out to the NH WIC Vendor Coordinator at, 
WICVendor@dhhs.nh.gov.



PRICING REQUIREMENTS

 Clearly indicate the retail price of all WIC approved food items, either individually on each item, on the 
shelf or point of display. 

 The prices that are posted must match the prices that are charged to WIC participants.

 Must allow manufacturer coupons and sales if allowed for all other customers.



CLAIMS PROCEDURE

 When a vendor overcharges for WIC products, intentionally or unintentionally New Hampshire WIC may 
establish a monetary claim to recover those funds. This may include the full amount paid for each item or only the 
amount overpaid for each item. The vendor must pay any claim assessed by New Hampshire.  To recover the funds 
New Hampshire requires the vendor to mail in a check for the amount determined by the state. In addition to 
establishing a monetary claim , the vendor may be sanctioned for vendor violations, please refer to the vendor 
sanctions system. 



VENDOR COMPLAINT PROCESS

 Vendors should submit a complaint to the NH WIC Vendor 
Coordinator if any of the following occur, however this is not a 
complete list, and other complaints are accepted for review. 

 If a WIC participant tries to return WIC purchases for cash, 
store credit, or a different product/brand that is not WIC 
approved.

 If a WIC participant treats cashiers or any staff with verbal or 
physical abuse, or disruptive behavior.

 You can use the vendor complaint form found here; 
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt476/files/documents/202
1-11/wic-participantconcern.pdf, and email to, 
WICVendor@dhhs.nh.gov, and/or call your state Vendor 
Coordinator at, 603 - 271- 6469.

 We encourage all vendors to submit a compliant when needed.



RECORD KEEPING

 NH WIC Vendors are required to maintain records for three years from the expiration date of their vendor 
agreement. This includes the vendor’s purchase and inventory records for approved WIC foods.

 Records can be kept offsite.

 Must be produced upon request by WIC.

 Invoices must include the UPC code for WIC foods purchased



PROGRAM CHANGES & UPDATES

 All program changes and updates are shared with the NH WIC Vendor via the quarterly newsletter. 

 Any time sensitive changes or updates will be sent out by email

 They will be emailed out the following months, February, May, August, and November. 

 If there is another person on your team you would want the newsletter to go to, please email, 
WICVendor@dhhs,nh.gov with your request and the Vendor Coordinator will add them to the list. 



WIC DOOR DECAL

 WIC door decal needs to be displayed on at least 
one door.



NH WIC VENDOR WEBSITE

 The NH WIC Vendor website is a great location to find many useful resources, linked below. 
https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/programs-services/population-health/women-infants-children-nutrition-program/wic-
retail-vendor



COMPLETION OF TRAINING

 To document that you have attended this mandatory interactive training, please complete the quiz that will be 
emailed to you at the completion of this training.

 Each NH WIC Vendor location must have one person, who is either the owner, manager, and/or assistant manager, 
complete the training and quiz. 

 The owner, manager, and/or assistant manager is responsible for training all cashiers on eWIC transactions. 

 This must be documented in the training logs.



THANK YOU

 The WIC Program would not be able to serve our participants without your support. On behalf of the whole 
New Hampshire WIC team, I would like to thank all of you for your commitment to serving our communities. 
Your partnership is  invaluable to providing nutritious food to our WIC families. Thank you!



QUESTIONS?

 If you have any questions, training needs, or in need of materials, please contact the State Vendor Coordinator. 

 Phone: (603) 271-6469

 Email: WICVendor@dhhs.nh.gov

 Mail: NH WIC Program, Attn: Vendor Coordinator 29 Hazen Drive, 2nd Floor East Concord, NH 03301

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. 


